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SUbject' New Topic-Conti'aot Provisions of Insurance Code 

Professor Albert A. Ehranzwaig of Bolt Hall suggests that there is 

a pressing need for a C:OlIlple:.e revision of the private law (oontract) 

provisions of the Cali.fornia InSlU'ance Code. Ii:! sem:. u.s a. oopy ot 

Patterson, S'am.e contract Provisions of the California, Insurance Code, 

32 So. Oal. L. Rev. 227 (1959), whioh summar:l.z~s the situation as follows' 

The contract provisions fom a relatively minor put of the 
Insurance Code of California •••• rThesa provisions consist 7 of 
nine chapters that establish rules by "hich to deteMI'I8 the -
validity and meaning of insurance contraces generally and of their ~-

-tIhl tetni1:llThe present commentS are directed at those chapterS, and 
more particularly at the sections that will be discussed in detail below. The 
critical remarks about these sections are not intended to reSect upon the 
&teat bulk of the Insurance Code which is, fot the most put, admiubIy 
drafted and kept down to date. 

tJnEotmnately the same cannOt be said for the contract provisions 
mentioned above. Uany of them, it is believed, are or have become at 
least pardy obsolete. In p:;.."t their present defects are due to changes in 
the practices of ill5urers since these provisions wece. originally drafted. 
~ examples will be mentioned below. In part they are obsolete be
cause of chan,$es in case law and legislation, For instance, the right of a 
third person to recover on a contract made for his benefit was at least 

. uncertain when these proviilo,s were drafted. Again, some of rhese pre
visions were, it is believe<!, ineptly dmfted or plainly erroneous at the yery 
beginning. Furthermore, there are some ~,ections that are scarcely recon
cilable with others in the same chaprer. Ever. when they are not confusing 
Or wrong, many of them are at least useless deadwood in the Insurance 
%. ',. 

~1'f'I"".DJ ..... :l, ..... r.., 1:,:' ...... ;;;., ... ~'n ...... I~'?ye either ignored the obsolete or 
im:Jevant provisions, or have piously construed the sections to mean what 
theY ought to mean, so thac it is not easy to demonstrare that anyone of 
~ sections has «caused" a California court to give an unjust decision 
alfecring the rights and duties of private persons. In spire of itS panoply of 
Mcodes," California seems to be still, fundamenraIly, a "case law" juris
dicrioo.. Hence, any attempt co show chac the legislative defects above teo 
ferreol to have produced injustice co individuals will be of secondary 
imponana1 for the purposes of this article. Ie is assumed, however, that 
muddled statutes are likely to make the law uncertain, and thus cause 
litigancs needless expense to establish their rights. The requirement that 
a federal COUrt· shall conform CO stare statures seems to have led to at 
le3St one unfortunate decision by way of a litera! interpretation of an 
obsolete provision. The chief pUrpose of this article is, then, to point out 
some of the defective or ureless provisions without assuming the burden 

, of summarizing all of the California case law 011 the subjects referred to 
. .in these sections. It is primarily a study in legislation. 
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An examination of the article indicates that a number of sections 

could simply be repealed, others revised to conform to case la\T. The 

provisions, drafted more than 100 years ago, should be reViel'Ted and 

brought up to date. The article includes specific suggestions as to 

the disposition of some, but far from all, of the pertinent sections. 

If the s'cudy ;Tere limited to the matters covered by the article, it 

might not l"equire a substantial effort on the part of the Commission. 

However, if the study were to be a comprehensive one, H 1muld require 

considerable resources and the staff believes that these resources 

would be. better devoted to areas of ]a w ;There the law reouJ;i;s in in-

justice rather than to a mere cleanup job. If the Commission is 

willi~ to limit the study to the matters mentioned in the law review 

article, it would be a small topic that might be worth study1ng. 
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Respectfully submHted 

John H" De/.loully 
Executive Secret8X'J 


